PAST SPEAKERS

BE PART OF THE UK'S
BIGGEST TELEVISION EVENT

The Edinburgh TV Festival brought to you by YouTube and Screen Scotland, is the UK’s
foremost television event and we maintain a reputation for being the must-attend event of the
TV calendar.
The Festival is famous for its provocative, informative and entertaining sessions, all created by
seasoned TV producers ensuring they are of the highest quality and relevance. We bring
together leading industry figures and a broad, diverse range of delegates to celebrate and
dissect the world of global television production.
In 2021 we heard from a stellar line up of renowned talent: Jack Thorne who delivered the
MacTaggart Lecture, Billy Connolly, Steve Coogan, Tan France, Neil Gaiman, Whoopi Goldberg,
London Hughes, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Louis Theroux and Greta Thunberg.

FESTIVAL IN NUMBERS

2300+

DELEGATES

27.5%
BAME

SPEAKERS

60+

SESSIONS

924K

TWITTER
IMPRESSIONS
IN AUG

200+

SPEAKERS

510K+

PLATFORM USER
IMPRESSIONS

Insightful,
inspiring and
inventive delivery,
the Edinburgh TV
Festival had it all.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITES AVAILABLE FOR 2022

Our partnership opportunities are tailor-made to achieve your business objectives, as we cocreate and integrate your brand into the overall Festival experience.

PARTNERSHIPS TO ENGAGE, CONNECT & INSPIRE

ENGAGE
High impact branding and marketing opportunities that puts your brand at the forefront of the
Festival. Print and Digital opportunities available.
CONNECT
Events and Networking Partnerships to connect your brand to the UK’s leading TV industry.
From branded Experiential Areas, to hosting your own Parties and VIP Dinners there are a
range of networking opportunities for you brand.
INSPIRE
Work with our dedicated team on curating a Co-produced Session or align yourself with a
Session as a Brand Sponsor. Thought Leadership opportunities giving your brand editorial
access to the Festival programme.
The TV Foundation is the charity umbrella that further expands the Festival’s remit to
support the television industry. The TV Foundation runs two talent schemes; Ones to
Watch and The Network which have helped over 4000 individuals since 1991, as well
as supporting new initiatives such as TV PhD, the annual New Voice Awards,
partnerships with industry initiatives and a year-round programme of events and
support.

CONTACT
DETAILS
Sophie Howard | Partnerships & Marketing Director

Sophie.Howard@TheTVFestival.com | + 44 (0)796 705 2489
WWW.THETVFESTIVAL.COM
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